In the past few years, bully and aggressive posts on social media have grown significantly, causing serious consequences for victims/users of all demographics. Majority of the work in this field has been done for English only. In this paper, we introduce a deep learning based classification system for Facebook posts and comments of Hindi-English Code-Mixed text to detect the aggressive behaviour of/towards users. Our work focuses on text from users majorly in the Indian Subcontinent. The dataset that we used for our models is provided by TRAC-1 1 in their shared task. Our classification model assigns each Facebook post/comment to one of the three predefined categories: "Overtly Aggressive", "Covertly Aggressive" and "Non-Aggressive". We experimented with 6 classification models and our CNN model on a 10 K-fold crossvalidation gave the best result with the prediction accuracy of 73.2%.
Introduction
It is observed that multilingual speakers often switch back and forth between languages when speaking or writing, mostly in informal settings. This language interchange involves complexing grammar, and the terms "code-switching" and "code-mixing" are used to describe it (Lipski, 1978) . Code-mixing refers to the use of linguistic units from different languages in a single utterance or sentence, whereas code-switching refers to the co-occurrence of speech extracts belonging to two different grammatical systems (Gumperz, 1982) . As both phenomena are frequently observed on social media platforms in similar contexts, we have considered the Code-Mixing scenario for our work.
1 https://sites.google.com/view/trac1/sharedtask?authuser=0
Following is an instance from the dataset used:
T1 : "Post tabah krne se kuch nhi hoga 2 k badale 200 ko maro"
Translation: "No point in destroying the Post, kill 200 in return for your 2 dead."
Due to the massive rise of user-generated web content, in particular on social media networks, the amount of hate, aggressive, bully text is also steadily increasing. It has been estimated that there has been an increase of approximately 25% in the number of tweets per minutes and 22% increase in the number of Facebook posts per minute in the last 3 years. It is estimated that approximately 500 million tweets are sent per day, 4.3 billion Facebook messages are posted and more than 200 million emails are sent each day, and approximately 2 million new blog posts are created daily over the web 2 . Over the past years, interest in online hate/aggression/bullying detection and particularly the automatization of this task has continuously grown, along with the societal impact of the phenomenon (Ring, 2013) . Natural language processing methods focusing specifically on this phenomenon are required since basic word filters do not provide a sufficient remedy. What is considered as an aggressive text might be influenced by aspects such as the domain of an utterance, its discourse context, as well as context consisting of co-occurring media objects (e.g. images, videos, audio), the exact time of posting and world events at this moment, identity of author and targeted recipient.
Hence, we can say that aggression and bullying by/against an individual can be performed in several ways beyond just using obvious abusive language (Vandebosch and Van Cleemput, 2008) (Sugandhi et al., 2015 ) -e.g., via constant sarcasm, trolling, etc. This can have deep effects on one's mental as well as social health and status (Phillips, 2015) .
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review related research in the area of hate/aggression/bullying detection in social media texts. In Section 3, we describe the process of dataset creation which is a work of (Kumar et al., 2018) . In Section 4, we discuss the pre-processing and data statistics. In Section 5, we summarize our classification systems and the construction of the feature vectors. In Section 6, we present the results of experiments conducted using various features and classification models along with CNN. In the last section, we conclude our paper, followed by future work and references.
Background and Related work
There have been several studies on computational methods to detect abusive/aggressive language published on social media in the last few years (Razavi et al., 2010) (Watanabe et al., 2018) . The first thing to observe is that majority of the work in this domain has been done in English (Del Bosque and Garza, 2014 ) and a few more languages (Alfina et al.), (Mubarak et al., 2017) , (Tarasova, 2016 ), but we know that social media abuse, bullying or aggression is independent of demography or language. With the advancement of new language keypads and social media websites supporting many new languages brings with itself the negative side of social media to those languages too. Hence, there is a need to address this problem and many others (Singh et al., 2018) for low resourced languages or say informal languages. performed analysis of data from Facebook posts generated by EnglishHindi bilingual users. Analysis depicted that significant amount of code-mixing was present in the posts. formalized the problem, created a POS tag annotated Hindi-English code-mixed corpus and reported the challenges and problems in the Hindi-English code-mixed text. They also performed experiments on language identification, transliteration, normalization and POS tagging of the dataset. (Sharma et al., 2016) addressed the problem of shallow parsing of Hindi-English code-mixed social media text and developed a system for Hindi-English code-mixed
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No. of posts/comments Roman 10,000 Devnagari 2,000 Total 12,000 
Dataset
We used the Hindi-English code-mixed dataset (Kumar et al., 2018 ) published as a shared task for 1 st Workshop on Trolling, aggression and Cyberbullying (TRAC-1) 3 . The data was crawled from public Facebook Pages and Twitter. The data was mainly collected from the pages/issues that are expected to be discussed more among the Indians (and in Hindi) for the reason of the presence of Code-Mixed text. While collecting data from Facebook more than 40 pages were identified and crawled. It included pages of the below-mentioned types:
• News websites/organizations like NDTV, ABP News, Zee News, etc.
• Web-based forums/portals like Firstost, The Logical Indian, etc.
• Political Parties/groups like INC, BJP, etc.
• Students' organisations/groups like SFI, JNUSU, AISA, etc.
• Support and opposition groups built around incidents in last 2 years in Indian Universities of higher education like Rohith Vemula's suicide in HCU, February 9, 2016, incident in JNU, etc.
For Twitter, the data was collected using some of the popular hashtags around such contentious themes as "beef ban", "India vs. Pakistan cricket match", "election results", "opinions on movies", etc. During collection, the data was not sampled on the basis of language and so it included data from English, Hindi as well as some other Indian languages. In the later stages, the data belonging to other languages was removed leaving only Hindi, English and Hindi-English CodeMixed data.
The collected dataset was labelled into three classes naming:
Covertly-Aggressive (CAG): It refers to texts which are an indirect attack against the victim and is often packaged as (insincere) polite expressions (through the use of conventionalized polite structures), In general, a lot of cases of satire, rhetorical questions, etc. An example is given below -T2 : "Harish Om kya anti-national ko bail mil sakti hai? ? ?"
Translation: "Harish Om can an anti-national get bail?"
Overtly-Aggressive (OAG): This refers to the texts in which aggression is overtly expressed either through the use of specific kind of lexical items or lexical features which is considered aggressive and/or certain syntactic structures. An example is given below -T1 : "Agar inke bas ki nahi hai toh Hume bhej do border"
Translation: "If they can't handle it, then send us to border" Non-Aggressive (NAG): It refers to texts which are not lying in the above two categories. An example is given below -T1 : "Waise bandhu jet lag se bachne ke liye Raat ko 10 baje ke baad so jao"
Translation: "By the way brother, sleep after 10 o'clock at night to avoid jet lag"
Aggression and Abuse
Abuses and aggression are often correlated but neither entails the other. In cases of certain prag- However, both aggression and abuse do cooccur in a lot of cases and a lot of times we are probably more concerned with (actual) abuses (and not the banter/teasing) than aggression itself. As such, we may consider abuse/curse as one aspect of aggression (even though not strictly a subtype of aggression). However, a more in-depth analysis is needed to discover the relationship between the two.
Pre-processing and Data Statistics 4.1 Data Statistics
The format of data provided was the "post/comment ID", "post/comment", "Tag". Where ID refers to users who posted the content, post/comment refers to the actual text content of the post/comment which we need to process to develop our features on, and Tags are the three class labels. It (the data) contained posts/comments both in Roman scripts as well as Devanagari scripts. Table 1 shows the statistics of the data distribution in Roman and Devanagari scripts. Table 2 shows the count of tags in the corpus.
Pre-Processing
The pre-processing step is done after extracting our useful features from the text as many elements get removed in pre-process step as they are not important for textual feature creation as well helps to keep the dimension of our feature vector small and dense. Below mentioned are the steps we did on our text for pre-processing:
• Transliterated Devnagari text to Roman using the system by (Bhat et al., 2014).
• Removed stop words.
• Removed Punctuation.
• Replaced multiple spaces (" ") or "." to a single one.
• Removed URLs.
• Removed emoticon Uni-codes and other unknown Uni-codes from text.
• Removed phone numbers ("+91-...").
5 System architecture and Features
Convolutional Neural Network
In this section, we outline the Convolutional Neural Networks (Fukushima, 1988) for classification and also provide the process description for text classification in particular. Convolutional Neural Networks are multistage trainable Neural Networks architectures developed for classification tasks (LeCun et al., 1998) . Each of these stages, consist the types of layers described below (Georgakopoulos and Plagianakos, 2017):
• Convolutional Layers: These are major components of the CNN. A convolutional layer consists of a number of kernel matrices that perform convolution on their input and produce an output matrix of features where a bias value is added. The learning procedures aim to train the kernel weights and biases as shared neuron connection weights.
• Pooling Layers: These are the integral components of the CNN. The purpose of a pooling layer is to perform dimensionality reduction of the input feature images. Pooling layers make a sub-sampling to the output of the convolutional layer matrices combing neighbouring elements. The most common pooling function is the max-pooling function, which takes the maximum value of the local neighbourhoods.
• Embedding Layer: It is a special component of the CNN for text classification problems. The purpose of an embedding layer is to transform the text inputs into a suitable form for the CNN. Here, each word of a text document is transformed into a dense vector of fixed size.
• Fully-Connected Layer: It is a classic Feed-Forward Neural Network (FNN) hidden layer. It can be interpreted as a special case of the convolutional layer with kernel size 1x1. This type of layer belongs to the class of trainable layer weights and it is used in the final stages of CNN.
The training of CNN relies on the BackPropagation (BP) training algorithm (LeCun et al., 1998) . The requirements of the BP algorithm is a vector with input patterns x and a vector with targets y, respectively. The input x i is associated with the output o i . Each output is compared to its corresponding desirable target and their difference provides the training error. Our goal is to find weights that minimize the cost function
where P is the number of patterns, o L j,p is the output of j th neuron that belongs to L th layer, N L is the number of neurons in output of L th layer, y j,p is the desirable target of j th neuron of pattern p. To minimize the cost function E w , a pseudostochastic version of SGD algorithm, also called mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (mSGD), is usually utilized (Bottou, 1998) .
LSTMs
As mentioned in (Lample et al., 2016) Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are a family of neural networks that operate on sequential data. They take an input sequence of vectors (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and return another sequence (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ) that represents some information about the sequence at every step of the input. In theory, RNNs can learn long dependencies but in practice, they fail to do so and tend to be biased towards the most recent input in the sequence (Bengio et al., 1994) . Long Short Term Memory networks or "LSTMs" are a special kind of RNN, capable of learning long-term dependencies. Here with our data where posts/comments are not very long in the size LSTMs can provide us with a better result as keeping previous contexts is one of the specialities of LSTM networks. LSTM networks were first introduced by (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and they were refined and popularized by many other authors. They work well with a large variety of problems especially the one consisting of sequence and are now widely used. They do so using several gates that control the proportion of the input to give to the memory cell, and the proportion from the previous state to forget. These network has been used in the past for tasks similar to our task like hate speech detection (Badjatiya et al., 2017) , bullying detection (Agrawal and Awekar, 2018) , Abusive language detection (Chu et al., 2016) , etc on social media text. Hence, we experiment out data with LSTM model and compare the results as to how good our CNN model works as compares to LSTMs.
Features
• Table 9 : LSTM model ing'), number of emoticons (emoticons and exclamation marks can be associated with more aggressive forms of online communication (Clarke and Grieve, 2017) ), presence and repetition of punctuation, URLs, phone numbers, etc. The median value for URLs for "bully", "spam", "aggressive", and normal users is 1, 1, 0.9, and 0.6, respectively. The maximum number of URLs between users also varies: for the bully and aggressive users it is 1.17 and 2 respectively, while for spam and normal users it is 2.38 and 1.38. Thus, normal users tend to post fewer URLs than others. Also aggressive and bully users have a propensity to use more hashtags within their tweets, as they try to disseminate their attacking message to more individuals or groups (Chatzakou et al., 2017) .
• Abusive or Aggressive words: We observe that the text with tags as aggressive either Covertly or Overly contains Abusive and Aggressive language usage which can be used as one of the important features to identify the aggressive posts/comments. It's not always though that the aggressive text contains these words but it's a feature which gives some certainty for the presence of Aggressive nature of the text (Chatzakou et al., 2017) .
• Numerical features: It is observed that the average length of post/comment for aggressive texts is, in general, greater as compared to non-aggressive posts. It is also observed that the average size of words in the aggressive texts are smaller as compared to Nonaggressive posts which deny the findings of (Nobata et al., 2016) . The stats for the average length of post/comment and that of words in these three class are shown in Table 3 and 4.
While creating the sentence vectors with the use of vocabulary from out dataset (top 4000 words) we removed sentences which had sizes List of all features that we used for our systems are as follows:
• Sentence vector after pre-processing.
• Count of abusive/aggressive/offensive words.
• Number of tokens.
• Size of post/comment.
• Presence of URLs.
• Presence of phone numbers.
• Presence of hash-tags.
• Number of single letters.
• Average length of words.
• Number of words with uppercase characters.
• Number of Punctuation.
We experimented with the different set of features for the CNN model which we have discussed in Section 6 and a report for which can be seen in Table 13 . 
Experiments
This section presents the experiments we performed with different combinations of features and models. The models on which we ran experiments are:
• Multimodal Naive Bayes
• Decision Tree
• Support Vector Machine (SVM)
• Multi layer Perceptrons (MLPs)
• Long-short Term Memory (LSTM) Networks
For experiments on the first three models, we used only the text as features and used library feature extraction method which turns our text content into numerical features with bag-of-words strategy, ignoring the relative positions of words. The classification report for these three models has been shown in Table 5 , 6, 7 respectively with their accuracy as shown in Table 12 . The support for each tag during the experiments on our models shown in Table 5 , 6 and 7 have the same numbers of data per tag which is shown in Table 11 .
We then experimented with the three above mentioned neural networks and their classification report is shown in Tables 8, 9 and 10.
In order to determine the effect of each feature and parameter of different models, we performed several experiments with some and all feature at a time simultaneously changing the values of the parameters as well. We arrived at the provided values of parameters and hyper-parameters after fine empirical tuning.
Results and Observations
The classification report of all the models is shown in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 . From the experiments above we can conclude that CNN works best for our case classifying posts 73.2% of the times to the correct class. The best classification accuracy of all the models is shown in Table 12 .
One observation to keep in mind is that the nature of data that we used in our work also makes this classification task difficult to generalize (Davidson et al., 2017) , this is because of the presence of noisy text in social media data.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we experimented with machine learning as well as deep learning classification models for classifying social media Hindi-English Code-Mixed sentences as aggressive or not. We cannot always rely on neural networks to perform better than simple machine learning algorithms (eg. SVM performs better than MLP). CNN worked best with an accuracy of 73.2% and the best f1-score of 0.58. To make our predictions and models results more significant, we would like to choose a greater variety of social media text that could be considered as offensive/aggressive/hate speech. In addition, many of the posts were from the same thread i.e not much diverse. This has advantages and disadvantages. One advantage may be that this makes the system more fine-tuned: if two people are discussing the same topic, what differentiates one as using "aggressive/hate speech" versus one who is not? But on the other hand, many of the posts were similar in meaning and did not add much to our model to learn. In future, we would like to create a larger, more representative dataset of social media post/comments, perhaps those flagged as offensive by users/annotators as well as covering more diverse and general topic discussions on social media. We also plan to explore some more features from a different variety of texts and experiment them with the deep learning methodologies available in natural language processing. The processed dataset as well as the system models are made available online 4 .
